
Digital Time Relay  
Model: ZYS48-A 
 
Ⅰ. Description 
As a delay component in the control circuit, it is used to connect 
with or cut off the circuit of devices by the setting time. Its has  
wide usage areas such as all sorts of equipments, industrial  
devices ect. It is suitable for AC 220V and other voltage 110V,  
380V, DC12V, DC24V, DC48V can be customized. Super time  
relay can be widely used in machines and equipment needing  
self-control of high precision and reliability. It is characteristic  
of small size, light weight, compact structure, high dependable  
and efficient, long life, ect. 
 

Ⅱ. Features  
1) Preset delay time among the timing range. 
2) ON/OFF per day 
3) 2NC loads and 2NO loads 
4) By auto control 
 

Ⅲ. Specifications 
Model ZYS48-A 
voltage/Frequency DC 12V, 24V, 36V, AC110V, 220V, 380V,

Scope 85%~110%50Hz 
Delay timing range 0.01s~99.99s, 1s~99m99s,1m~99h99m 
Timing way positive timing, negative timing 
Repeat Error 1%≦  
Working mode on delay 
Display 4 bits LED display 
Contact No. 2 groups delay conversion 
Terminal with reset and pause terminals 
Contact capacity AC250V 5A  coos￠＝1； DC24V 7A 
Delay Accuracy 0.03% ＋10mS 
Voltage fluctuation error 85% ～110% Ue 
Mechanical life 10≧ 6

Electrical life 10≧ 6

External dimension 48*48*105mm 
Hole dimension 46*46mm 
Installation panel mounting, guide mounting 
Weight Approx 280g 
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Ⅴ. Dimensions and installation 
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Ⅴ. Wring diagram 
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Instructions on wiring diagram: 
There are 11 terminals in all and their functions like followings: 
Terminals ②&⑩can be connected by power supply. ② is "-", and ⑩ is "+". 
Terminals ①&③connected by wire can be reset. 
Terminals ①&④ connected by wire can be pause. 
Terminals ⑤&⑦connected can be 1NC. 
Terminals ⑤&⑥ connected can be 1NO. 
Terminals ⑧&⑪connected can be 1NC. 
Terminals ⑧&⑨ connected can be 1NO.  

 
. CautionsⅥ  

1. ZYS48, ZYS48, ZYS48-2Z has positive timing and negative timing, refer to the model on 
the housing. 
2. Before contact to the power supply, please preset the delay time as the time relay has 
memory. It is no valid after power on. Time relay repetition interval time should be no less 
than 0.5s. (If you need it change the preset value after power on, we can customer design.) 
3. Set the dial switch and time switch, connect the power, it will display and timing, when 
reached the preset time, delay contact transform, to realize timing control. 
4. Reset function: Connect the reset terminal in any time, it will return to the initial state. 
5.Pause feature: Pause it, the time will stop, meanwhile it displays current time，disconnect 
it, it is timing again, it also can use as the hours counter. ZYS48-S has this function. 
6. Under the strong electric environment, please use the shielded wire. 
7. Do not input voltage to the "reset" and "pause / option / start" terminals so as to avoid the 
damage. 
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